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OPINION

NDP MP McPherson out-classes
Alberta Conservatives every day
in Commons
By DOUGLAS ROCHE       JUNE 17, 2021

You might think that Alberta’s 33 Conservative MPs would overwhelm the NDP’s Heather McPherson,
pictured, the only non-Conservative Alberta MP, but it’s quite the other way around, writes Doug
Roche. The Hill Times photograph by Andrew Meade
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EDMONTON—You might think that Alberta’s 33 Conservative MPs would

overwhelm the NDP’s Heather McPherson, the only non-Conservative

Alberta MP, but it’s quite the other way around. McPherson not only out-

classes the Conservatives every day in the Commons, but has become a chief

nemesis of Alberta Premier Jason Kenney and also has a federal minister

dancing to her tune.

McPherson was only elected in 2019, but already she’s a star parliamentarian,

and it’s little wonder the other parties have virtually conceded her the

Edmonton-Strathcona seat in the coming election. In the 2019 election, she

collected 47 per cent of the vote, 10 points ahead of her Conservative

opponent.

I take a particular interest in Edmonton-Strathcona because that’s the seat I

was first elected to 49 years ago—1972, the year McPherson was born.

However, no one should think this is a just piece about a friend of mine. I’ve

met McPherson a few times, but do not belong to her party nor do I live in her

constituency. But I know a political stand-out when I see one.
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On June 16, Environment Minister and Climate Change Minister Jonathan

Wilkinson announced that all new coal mines and mine expansion projects

will have to undergo a federal environmental impact assessment. Hitherto,

they could escape such environmental reviews by limiting the output of coal

mines. Wilkinson’s action was a direct response to McPherson’s tabling of a

private member’s bill (Bill C-308) targeted at reining in coal companies.

Even though the bill’s chief aim has been accomplished, McPherson will push

the measure forward to ensure the policy change is embedded in law. “We

can’t trust Jason Kenney to protect the Rocky Mountains and Eastern

Slopes,” she says. “Albertans need federal oversight.”

Kenney is a target of McPherson’s wrath, as she eloquently displayed in a

May 6 emergency debate that she called for in the Commons on Alberta’s

then soaring number of COVID-19 cases. “If you want to know why it is so

bad in Alberta, why other provinces have withstood the third wave better

than my province, the answer is clear: it is Jason Kenney,” McPherson said.

She accused the premier of ignoring the evidence of science and the pleas of

doctors, downplaying the seriousness of COVID-19, belittling efforts to

control the spread and, even as the crisis deepened, taking only “half

measures” to impose public health restrictions while blaming everyone but

himself for the problem. “Jason Kenney has been an unmitigated disaster for

Alberta.”

When their turn came to speak, some of the Alberta Conservative MPs merely

harrumphed over the role of their premier, but none dared lay a glove on

Kenney. Nor do they on other aspects of Kenney’s erratic leadership, which

has resulted in the tanking of Kenney’s poll numbers and resurrected

prospects of Rachel Notley’s NDP regaining the provincial government in the

next election.

There’s much more to McPherson than fire and fury. On Aug. 12, 2020, she

obtained unanimous consent of the House for a motion calling on the federal

government to provide an additional $2-billion in funding for affordable

childcare programs and back-to-school safety measures. In addition to the

$2-billion in new funding for accessible childcare, the motion also

committed the government to increasing transfers to provinces and

territories to support a safe return to school and to ensuring that the federal

funds provided are dedicated to the health and safety of children across the

country and not diverted for other needs.

Albertans are facing a crisis in affordable childcare and this is impacting our

economic recovery and the ability of women in particular to rejoin the

workforce” McPherson said.

As a mother of two students in Edmonton public schools, I share the same

concerns as other parents with Alberta’s school reopening plan,” she added.

Jason Kenney’s government has failed to offer support to schools and

teachers, and many parents, like me, are rightfully worried about our

children’s safety. Now, we have a commitment that the federal government

will step up to help.”

It is an incredible achievement for a private Member of Parliament to get the

government to commit any money—let alone $2-billion—for any purpose no

matter how worthy. McPherson moves easily from domestic to international

issues. She has teamed up with Senator Marilou McPhedran to advance

understanding among all Parliamentarians of the new Treaty on the

Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons.

McPherson has a fair amount of international experience. She came to

Parliament from her job as executive director of the Alberta Council on Global

Co-operation. She has a master of education from the University of Alberta

and has taught around the world.

McPherson has a natural leadership ability, a quality that seems to have been

discerned early by her own party, which named her deputy House leader. Her

boss, Peter Julian, the NDP House leader, hails McPherson’s “passion with

which she defends her constituents and her home province. I think all

Albertans and all Canadians thank her.”

Those 33 other Alberta MPs are in the shade.

Former Senator Douglas Roche served as an Edmonton MP from 1972 to 1984. His

latest book is Recovery: Peace prospects in the Biden Era.      
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Alberta's lone NDP MP Heather McPherson has become a chief nemesis of Alberta
Premier Jason Kenney and also has a federal minister dancing to her tune.
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